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Multigates IP66/67-series MC 3/7

MC 3/7

MC 3/7 Multigate is suitable for lead-

ing through both low and medium power 

current cables as well as various types of 

(or FL 21).

MC 3/7 Multigate is metal reinforced new 

type of cable gland plate made of various 

types of polymers. It meets the respective  

IP enclosure classes as it does not need 

separate gaskets or glands which makes 

it very easy to use, providing innumerable 

advantages in a single assembly unit.

MC 3/7 Multigate is suitable for both 

outdoor and indoor use.

MC 3/7 Multigate gives absolute protec-

tion against dust and both strong jets of 

water from all direction and against the 

effects of immersion between 15 cm and 

1,0 m.

MC 3/7 Multigate can be used instead of  

MC 3 Multigate. The configuration has the  

same openings than MC 3.

MC 3/7 Multigate is inspected and serti-

fied by:

SGS FIMKO the Finnish authority in charge

of electrical equipment safety standards.

MC 3/7 Multigate will lead 

through and seal cables as 

follows:

24 - 54 mm 2 pcs

30 - 60 mm 1 pc

8 - 16 mm 4 pcs

Total of 7 cables

Approval documents and more information You will �nd from the internet at www.trelleborg.com/industrial-products

*) Service temperature for unstressed material

**) Available with fastener pins (f) 

***) IP-classification under testing

Code Colour Ral code Electrical number Delivery time Service temperature *) Special

105041 Light Grey 7035 3400353 From Stock -40 - +100 °C Material UL 94 V-0 approved

103577 Light Grey 7035 3400321 From Stock -40 – +100 °C  **)

103576 Grey 7032 3400320 3-4 weeks from PO -40 – +100 °C  **)

103580 Black 3400323 From Stock -40 – +100 °C  ***) Material UL 94 V-0 approved

- Packing size 60 pcs/box

- Single packed 40 pcs/box (b)
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